
Hartington Road Brighton BN2 3PA



Kendrick Property Services are delighted to offer a rare opportunity to purchase a 4 bedroom semi detached home on one of the most popular residential
roads in the area. This property is arranged over 3 floors with an extra floor that operates as a large cellar which leads out to a large family garden. On the

ground floor you will find a good size living room that is complete with wooden flooring and a log burner. Continuing on the ground floor is an open plan
kitchen/ dining room which benefits from a larder and views across the garden. Moving to the first floor there are 3 good size bedrooms one of which has

wooden flooring and a fire place. Completing the first floor is a family bathroom. The properties on Hartington Road are of an exceptional size and this one
if no different with the current owners taking advantage of the large loft space to create a master bedroom with en suite and a cellar that is currently being
used for storage, games room and laundry room. Finishing off this rare opportunity is off street parking and a large family garden which is not overlooked.





Under the property misdistributions act these particulars are intended as a guide and act as information only. They give a
fair overall description for the guidance of potential purchasers, but do not constitute an offer or part of a contract. All
details and approximate measurements are given in good faith and are believed to be correct at the time of printing, but any
potential purchasers should not rely on the statements or representations of fact but must satisfy themselves by inspection or
otherwise as to their correctness. No employee of Kendrick Property Services has authority to make or give any
representation or warranty to this property.
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